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of January 18th actually label thir own data as " incom-
plete," thus confirming my original state,pent.
According to this table, 100 non-tuberculous persons

bave 50 tuberculous parents; unless, therefore, the tuber-
culous parents are enormously more fertile, 60 out of 200
parents at least are tuberculous, or, as I eaid, one-quarter
of the parents of sound children are tuberculous, provided
Messrs. Pope and Brown's statistics are, as they assert, a
" random sample." They say that this is an " example of
the assertions which Professor Pearson puts into our
mouth without any warrant in fact." It is an absolutely
logi.al dedaction from their data. I showed, further, that
It was inconsistent with the United States returns. My
sin apparentlyLconsisted in assuming.that gentlemen who
write from the State of 'New York collected their..data in
the .United States. " All the Inferences," they write,
".drawn on this assumption are therefore irrelevant, and
require no notice." It -might be pertlnent to ask where
the stranige land may be whence statistics showing'-one
parent in four tuberculous are collected, and what appli-
cation such statistics can have to.material collectkd in
England!

Lastly, Messrs. Pope 4nd Brown accuse -me of a " trans-
parent evasion." I formed a table professing to show on
completed history the relation of parent to offspring in the
character, pulmonary tuberculosis. It'is, perhaps, possible
that 2 per cent. of cases of this disease will be found for
Individuals under 15. Certainly no married nor.widows
will be found under 15! In this table l In 10 of the off-
spring were tuberculous, and only 1 in 21 of the married
and wi0owed. Messrs. Pope and Brown.criticized this by
the statement that IIamongst the married and wldowed
population, according to the census.returns, the:proportion
of deaths due to tuberculosis ls.greater than among-the
total population." My answer was, that if we exclude
persons under 15, as my table practically does, for It
does not include tbe large lnfantile and child death-rates
which are not from pulmonary tuberculosis, then the
census returns confirm my statement that the.married and
widowed have a considerably smaller incidence of pul-
monary tuberculosis than we find in the general population
over 15. Why Ihis result'should be referred to as "merely
an evasion-and a very transparent one" surpasses my
comprehension. As I remarked ln my first letter, my
memoir is entitled a "First study of statistics of pulmonary
tuberculosis," its resalts can only be approximate,; when
other clinical ob3ervers provide such, excellent material as
that of Dr. Rivers we shall know much more, but I am
fairly confident that neither wider material, nor such
critlciems as those of Messrs. Pope and Brown will upset
the main conclusion-that is, that the tuberculous consti
tution is Inherited at practically the same rate as other
physical characteristics.-I am, etc.,
University College, W.C., Jan. 18th. KARL PEARSON.
P.S.r-Since writing the above letter I have heard of the

sudden death of Mr. Pope from haemoptysis at the
Saranac Sanatorium. I can only express my deep sym-
pathy with his colleague, Dr. Brown. If I differed widely
from Mr. Pope's statistical conclusions, I recognized In
him a keen and energetic mind, eager to consider the
new statistical methods.-K. P.

TEE STATUS LYMPHATIOUS.
SIR,-I have read with much interest the two articles on

this subject, together with your leader. They are perfect
from the point of vlew of the anaesthetist. There is a
great collection of cases, there are minute notes on the
condition of the most varied organs of the body, and a
general Impression ti conveyed that death duriDg chloro-
form anaesthesia Is due to some combination of circum-
stances over which the anaesthetist has no control-the
answer to the question on page 198, "Does death under
chicrofcrm ever occur apart from (this) condition ?" belng
as near to " No"' as is possible without the necess;ry data.
For the really remarkable feature about Dr. McCardle's
and Mr. Hilliard's attitude is that, In spite of all the recent
wo k oa chlo:oforcr, they euggest that certain persons are
specially susceptible to the drug without measuring the
dose given. It has been shown over and over again
(by Waller, Sherrington, Backmaster, and Gardner, the
reports of the Committee of the British Medical Asso-
ciation, and many others) that by far the most potent
factor in chloroform anaesthesia is the amount of the

drug that is absorbed by the patient; no doubt, additional
factors are also to be reckoned-with (perhaps "SB. L." among
the number), but, as in the case of any other drug in the
Pharmacopoeia, the dose Is the first point to be noted. Yet
in all these cases there is not one where this has been
considered, unless the little note In Case I was meant to
refer to this point; here 10* dracbms left the bottle, a
quantity sufficient, if actually inspired, to anaesthetize
some twenty persons at the least.

If these authors had stated, for example, that In al}
these cases there was present 2 (or any other meaaured)
percentage in the inspired -air (even if they were unable
to analyEe the. expired air and ascertain what amount of
chloroform was actually retained), then there might have
been some foundation for the bypothesis they advance;
but to proceed as they have done is to act the part of men
who gravely disess the curious susceptibility of red. haired
animals to strychnine which they have administered in
unmeasured quantities.-L am, etc.,

N. H. ALcocK, M.D;
Physiological laboratory, University of London, Jan. 28th.

FIR,-I have read with interest Dr. Harvey Hilliard's
paper in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of January 25th.
I should very much like to know why he did not use
ether by the closed method In tbis case. I should have
thought, with the--type -of patient under consideration,
that it would have tended greatly to have diminished
khock, and rather helped the heart than otherwise. Is it
not just possible that the great shock of severing the
ptepuce killed the patient, especially as -he was lightly
under the anaesthetic ? This is rather borne out by what
the dentist said afterwards about his susceptibility to
painfal procedures. Personally, with adults I always put
them- deeply under ether for the operation, of circum-
cision ; there is no crowing breathing to be noticed, and
complete absence of stock. Had I to uEe chloroform
I should proceed in the same way, usling Allis's ink aler,
be-ng careful to add a good quantity of ether before the
actual severing of the prepuce, and continue with ether
until the end of the case.-I am, etc.,

JOHti W. RRNTON, M.B., (ChlB.,
Glasgow, W., Jan. 28th. Anaesthetitt, Glasgow leental Hospital.

GRADUATED LABOUR IN PULMONARY
CONSUMPTION.

SiR,-Dr. M. S. Paterson's paper on graduated labour In
pulmonary consumption will be read with great interest
ny every one engaged In treating consumption. For the
latt two years, asnce a short visit to Sir A. E.,Wright's
laboratory, endeavour has been made to carry out treat-
ment here based on the same lines; but Dr. Maguire's
warnirg note is necessary to prevent misunderstanding,
as unfortunately very few institutions devoted to treat-
ment of conaumptives are in snch a favourable position as
Frimley as regards the preliminary severe and careful
selection which Is compulEory for prospective patients.
And in only a minority of the eases in most institutions
can even light work be prescribed with benefit, owing to
the ease with which excese1ve autoinoculation may be
produced, unless the period of treatment is very long.-
I am, etc.,

T. H. J. E. HUGHIES.
M.R.C B Eng., L.R.C.P.Lond.,.

Grange-over-Sands, Jan. 22nd. Medical Superintendent,
Westmorland Sanatoriumi.

PLEURAL EFFUSION.
Sri,-SIr James Barr, in bis letter of December 2i4,

1907, in reply to mine,.says I seem to "prefer the sup.
pretio eri et auggestiofalsi to a clear statement." I should
nave imagined tbat nothing could be more clear than thab
if ProfeEsor PSotain Introduced sterilized air into the
pleural cavity after tapping In 1888, Sir James Barr could
rot rightly claim precedence by doing the same thing in
1904. It was nothing that the one did It where the
effasion was purulent, and the other where it was serous.
The novelty claimed was the Introduction of siterilized air
after tapping, and I said it was "old history" on the
Cantinent.

Sir James Barr now objects that I only cited one case to
prove my assertion; although several otber correspondents
simultaneously 'cited others. He says: "It the intro-
duction of sterilized alr after tapping was well known on


